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PART V
We left off on page 138 in Mondayʼs edition. In the 2nd paragraph we read: ʻMy Lord is
loving and merciful.ʼ It is nice to start with a
pleasant passage. Allah is loving and merciful. It
just warms the heart, doesnʼt it? And, how the Koran connects with the Old Testament,
must surely give you Judeo Christians a comforting feeling, eh? Paragraph 4 I want to
quote entirely because it throws more light in how the Koran is constructed; how the Torah is
incorporated into the text. ʻWe sent forth Moses with Our signs and with illustrious power to
Pharaoh and his nobles. But they followed the behests of their master; evil were Pharaohʼs
behests. He shall stand at the head of his people on the Day of Resurrection and lead
them into the fire of Hell. Dismal is the place to which they shall be led.ʼ Poor Gypos, they
have no idea what lay in store for them; not the modern Muslim ones, but the modern day
Christians, Jews, Coptics, Zoroastrians, whatever else; Egypt is a cosmopolitan country,
considered to be a ʻmoderateʼ Muslim country according to Mary Daly in her book,
Gyn/Ecology. Only about 75% of the women are circumcised there; that being the
measure of a moderate Muslim country. Anyway, getting back to the ancient Egyptians, of
whom a murdered overseer was a member. Note how in the Koran passage, just as in the
Torah, the Gypos are made out to be the bad guys when in fact it was the other way
around. The Judaics wrote the books so, they are the victims; just as the Muslims keep up
the facade of victimhood.
Alright, let us examine that passage for a moment longer. You do know that Moses
murdered an Egyptian overseer who was trying to get some work out of a typically lazy,
scheming Judaic? The Egyptians were peace lovers. They believed in, Maʼaat. They
firmly knew that being good was what it was all about. Apparently the whole Jewish story
about their captivity in Egypt is a myth. Egyptians had slaves, yes, but so did lots of other
peoples in those days in the Middle East. Judaics were not slaves, but likely paid
workers, artisans, and of course, there would have been quite a number of schemers; those
who refuse to do honest work and prefer to have others do it for them. Some of those
creatures were slave drivers. It was most likely such a scheming Judaic creature who the
Egyptian overseer wanted to get some work out of. The victim was the Gypo, not the
Jew. It is so typical of them. They kick you and then claim themselves to be the victim. As
for slavery, that has not changed over there. Slavery is openly advocated in the Koran and
the Talmud. Slavery is practiced in Arabic countries and that carbuncle, Israhell in this very
day.
Moses was a conjurer. A magician. He turned his staff into a snake and so forth. We have
demon assisted conjurers in this very day. Google: The Man with a Thousand Faces and
watch those videos, for example. Take a look at the weird things Chris Angel does, or
David Coperfield. Some of their stunts are truly bizarre and not of this world. It is not the
Gypos who should have walked into the fire, but the Judaics. They turn every story around
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and make of themselves, victims. That is also the modus operandi of Muslims.
The first sentence on page 139, ʻSuch was the scourge which your Lord has visited upon
the sinful nations. His punishment is stern and harrowing.ʼ Just before that, Allah talked
about, annihilated nations; those being the ones where unbelievers dwelled. Entire
nations annihilated, which you have witnessed happening in Sweden, then Germany, and
now London will soon face its extermination as a White Christian place. All of GB will follow
if the indigenous White People do not stop the invasion with extreme prejudice.
Sometimes one must fight fire with fire. They want to kill you.
The Jews already have been at it a long time in the western world with their fluoridation
scam, geo engineering program, irradiation of the planet with their nuclear water boilers,
pharmaceuticals, and nefarious corporations such as their banks and legal systems. Now
their Muslim monkeys are overtly killing; effecting lots of decapitations since Jews really get
off on watching such macabre displays of barbarity. It is one of the symptoms they exhibit
which has led me to conclude that they are not human beings, but an alien infestation.
Muslims, for the most part, are their simple minded, pre Medievalist hunting dogs. The
prey is YOU, who are not a Muslim. Remember what the Georgia Guide Stones promise
regarding world population figures? Do you recall what the Protocols of the Learned Elders
of Zion advocated regarding populations? Well, we are now witnessing the rapid progress
of the agenda to make it so that all Jews will have from 2000 to 2500 slaves when the
bloody business is done. Of course, they will work it so that the Muslims kill each other off
after they are done with them. They decapitated Robespierre, didnʼt they?
Have you noticed that Muslim men will not shake hands with a White non Muslim Woman?
Their women will not shake hands with us, either. I tried it. No go. We non Muslims are not
only gullible, but we are filthy. And, women are especially filthy, donʼt you know? Muslims
also CAN NOT BE OUR FRIENDS. Take note of this quote on page 139: ʻPut no trust in
the wrongdoers, lest you incur the punishment of Hell. None but Allah can protect or help
you.ʼ Wrongdoers are unbelievers = all non Muslims.
You are likely one of those
unfortunates. I know that I AM. I know I AM in good company because 3/4 of the planet
will come with me to the party. Hell must be a huge place according to Islamic thinking and
Paradise not so large, since only very, very, few get in. People complain about Mister
Trump wanting a wall. Paradise likely has a wall, and a moat, razor wire, mines, and gun
towers, and EXTREME VETTING, as you now are aware. Sounds like Israel. They donʼt
want Muslims or Negroes, or much of anyone else except wealthy Israel supporting tourists
who are deaf, dumb, and blind to what goes on in that festering hemorrhoid in the Mid East,
the anus of the planet.
ʻRecite your prayers morning and evening, and in the night time too.ʼ p. 139. This reminds
me of a personal experience with an IT guy who worked at the huge high school where I
taught Fine Arts. At some point he converted to Islam. Some years after I had quit
teaching in order to write some books and paint a lot more pictures, I arranged to pick
something up from him at the school. He appraised me of the fact that he was now so
busy, ʻwhat with having to pray five times a day... I have no time for anything else...ʼ Of
course I did not say anything but the thoughts crashing about in my head at that moment;
well you can imagine. It is no wonder that we see a lot of low productivity in Muslim
countries. Most of the real work is done by other people; not Arabs. If you take a look at
some honest videos of cities and towns in the Middle East, you see a lot of crumbling
infrastructures and garbage in the streets. Fact. I like facts. What about you? Facts or
myths? What is your preference? Lies or Truth? There is no middle road. Jews believe
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in myths and lies and just because they believe them to be true they say they are true;
such as stories like the recent one of the old Jew who survived EIGHT ʻexterminationʼ
camps during WWII. Or, the stuff that HE LIE the WIESEL, admitted to; the holohoax was
so vivid in his mind, that even though he knew that his stories were fables, they were so,
so, real; so kind of like facts, but not facts; and yet, He Lie the Wiesel; now dead and if there
was a Hell, he would most definitely be in there serving up stories to Lucifer, thought those
stories were true. So, they had to be made true and with the help of his fellow schemers,
he served it up thick and heavy, like a river of that which looks like chocolate but does not
flow in Willieʼs factory and stinks all the way up to the real Heaven. It is a real wonder to me
how easily human beings and those who resemble human beings but are actually aliens,
play about with myths, legends, conundrums, fairy tales, musings, speculations, and so
forth as if they are facts and therefore, Truth. Of course if one does any modicum of
reflection and a bit of research one comes to the conclusion that most of what people think is
true is actually 100% Bull Shit. Since most people have a calcified pineal gland, they have
a real tough time discerning the difference. And, for men with hardly any hair, all cut off to
military standards; their antennas pick up but a wee bit of what is there to be perceived.
That is another story for a future issue; the connection with hair and intuition, for example. I
digressed, as I am wont to do. That is what, Down the Rabbit Hole is all about. Interesting
information of another kind and digressions, just as the rabbitʼs warren goes hither and thither
in the dark underground, so do we go hither and thither, but we are bringing a flashlight
along.
It really is a wonder to me why the Koran is so attractive to so many. I mean, constantly we
read that Allah is obsessed with punishing. He really is a psychopath. At the top of page
140 you are again reminded: ʻI will fill the pit of Hell with jinn and men.ʼ A little further down
you read, lest you thought you could get away, ʻYour Lord is watching over all your actions.ʼ
Kind of like what London is like with its thousands and thousands of CCTV cameras spying
on the public. They donʼt seem to be much help against the Muslims. Cameras to watch
the White population. Zio minion simple minded order followers watch those screens and
make decisions what to do with you if you make a wee error and do not follow the rules;
most of which you do not even know about; there are so very many rules. Just like
Judaism; there are so many rules governing every tick of your behaviour. Islam is the
same. The similarities between Talmudic teachings and the Koranic verses is quite
apparent, which makes the claim that Islam was invented by Judaic minds quite plausible.
Come to think of it, all organized religions have rules, lots of rules and regulations. What is
with that? This obsession with making rules and forcing others to follow them? Iʼve never
been much into rules and regulations. I AM quite capable of leading myself and making
my own rules. The key is, DO NOT HURT ANYONE ELSE. In Common Law, there is
no law broken if there is no victim.

You can read the Talmud on line: Comeandhear.com.
I am now a little depressed and want to think of something more uplifting. At certain times
the Koran just becomes too much to take and I need a break. In this one sitting I wrote
most of the previous issue and this one. The Koran is a depressing read because there is
this constant harping on punishments and descriptions of what has to be done to all:
Christians, Jews, Buddhists, Shintoists, Rock humpers, Book pounders...whatever. If you
are not a Muslim, then God help you. That would be the real one; The Eternal Father; the
First Source and Center; Our Father Who Art in Heaven; HALLOWED BE HIS NAME. I
call Him, Father. In Islam, you call the concept of God, Allah, but Allah has no sons, so I
have no idea what you are if you are a Muslim. You obviously are NOT a son of God.
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My recommendation for you reading this to do RIGHT NOW! is to contact what ever you
have representing you in your Parliament; which is a place where lies are spoken, and force
your little self important politician unit to begin yelling loud and clear that Muslims are
dangerous psychopaths who need to be immediately deported back to the Middle
Eastern shit holes they come from. If you do not act and begin making those creatures very
uncomfortable within a few short years you too will see what is now unfolding in France,
Sweden, Italy... Swarms of human looking creatures climbing by the hundreds over fences
and swarming entire blocks of down town Paris. Random knock downs of White People
are becoming common place. Lots of White People have lost teeth, eyes, noses, as they
were pounded into a sidewalk just for being White and in the wrong place at the wrong
time. The Islamic death cult and their retarded chimp hybrids are hell bent on murdering us.
White People, we have to arm ourselves and begin the terrible practice to effect extreme
prejudice when a confrontation occurs with those Muslim things. Here, in Canada, thanks to
our Jewboy Crime Slime Ministerial Narcissist and his government of Marxified Morons;
creatures such as that vile little man, John McCallum, who reminds me a lot of that American
John; the traitor, John McCain; an other Mc. And there is John Kerry; a walking chin; much
like that chin who would be king at one time here; a Mulroney. According to David Ickeʼs
amazing book, The Biggest Secret, Brian likes raping MKultra sex slaves. He and his wife
Mila tried to make off with over two hundred grand worth of furniture when they left the official
PMs residence in Ottawa, just as the Clintons were caught doing at the White House when
they left. Do you all remember that? I surely do. I have a memory like a steel trap. My
memory out performs that of the proverbial elephant. I do not forget and I do not forgive
much, either. I will forgive the little things, but not the things we talk about in DtRH. I do not
forgive those slimy self serving snakes slithering about in governments for the corruption,
the treason, the continued support of Rothschild banking and other Jewish malfeasance
such as: Chem trails, fluoridation, radiation, poisoned food, lethal pharmaceuticals, oil energy
paradigm, and the mass immigration of Muslims. Even the word, Muslims, is icky sounding.
Just as the word, eels, gives me the creeps. They truly must all be sent back to the baking
hell holes; those sand pits of demolished buildings and crumbling infrastructures. Muslims
do not belong in NORAM. Negroes do not belong here, either. They donʼt like what we
White People have built and constantly tear it down. They love Africa. So, let us now
advocate to send all Negroes back to Africa and they can show us how smart they are.
How like Kaings. Let them show us how superior they are and build that magnificent
civilization of marble buildings and working sewers.
Facebook now on my time line is allowing the most gruesome posts; photos and videos of
Muslims doing their thing. I watched as two brothers beat up on this all covered up in black
woman, the wife of one of them. I watched another Muslim man hit his wife on a bus.
Smashed her pretty hard in the head. The demeanor of both those women was such that
they were scared shitless. What a way to live. Scared constantly of your male relatives
including your husband. And both men and women are circumcised. I wonder if that is
where their madness comes from; the fact they are not sexually normal but, in fact, quite
messed up there, as well. And to think there are thousands and thousands of White
Women, totally Oprafied, Degenerated by Ellen, and given a View to think about who think
open borders are just fine and Muslims not a problem. The problem is that those people
have not read the Koran and have not a clue about much of anything. It is those people
who need to read Down the Rabbit Hole. If you want to help spread the word, copy the
DtRH pdfs. I write them free of charge for you. If you want to use quotes, just give me
credit for them, that is all that I ask. And have them tune into, Rense.com, daily.
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We are at war. Islam is the dark side and so is Judaism; both are Satanic forces; the latter
controls the former. You can not be friends with Jews or Muslims. And, if you are White,
be very circumspect around Negroes, as well. Defensive Racism is how you must now
orient yourself. If you do not do so, you will surely feel the pain in years to come as this
virus; this contagion; this Islamic Jihad continues to grow and grow as they outbreed the
White People with their one man four wives and numerous others all allowed by Allah
notions. Already here in Red Deer I saw one of those men pushing a baby carriage whilst
two women in bed sheets walked side by side and they were surrounded by about seven
little ones; some of them in sheets already. When my family emigrated to Canada from the
Netherlands, to this strange country with a few years of history and multiculturalism; where all
kinds of languages are now spoken and the Superstore resembles a mini jewnighted
nations, Canada was White back then. I rarely saw an Indian, even. That was in 1960.
I was strapped on my hands for standing up for myself on my first day in a Canadian
school. British barbarism. I got it on my hands in every grade up to and including grade
nine when I was strapped on my arse with this huge instrument by a Phys Ed teacher. Nice
eh? One time, when I was in grade 8, an entire class was lined up outside the principalʼs
office to be strapped; both boys and girls. We called children, boys and girls back in those
days. Now we have a transgender bathroom in Hunting Hills High School, operated by the
Red Deer Public Fool System, which had a sodomite jewish Ph.D run their international
baccalaureate program. The jew earned his Ph.D for a defense of sodomy and was
awarded said degree by the University of Alberta. How embarrassing; considering I hold a
degree from that institution. Lots of homosexuals fawn freely in that place. One of those
professors invited me to come for tea some time. I declined.
Gee, I digressed. I tend to do that. But, then, life is an eclectic circus, isnʼt it? So much to
show and tell. In case you are offended for some reason at this point, I did warn you. I AM
not politically correct and never have been much into that mind destroying philosophy.
Let us get back to the Koran and see if we can find something uplifting; something that
gives us a good reason to become a Muslim; other than fear tactics. Actually, come to think
of it, that is impossible, since one has to accept the entire book, not just pick and chose a
piece here and there, like Christians tend to do. They pick and chose what they want to
believe. Too bad they were so terribly mind fucked by a Jew, Saul of Tarsus. For those
of you still not well educated regarding Jesus of Nazareth, He was NOT a Jew. If He was a
Jew, he would never have questioned the rabbis as He did. Every step of the way,
Jesus, my Older Brother, egged them on and had them reveal their corruption and ties to
Satan with their own words.
It is with Mohammedʼs own words that Islam condemns itself, as well. Words are very
powerful creations and have a great influence on how things turn out. Just as George Orwell
predicted in his prescient novel, 1984, language is being dumbed down. People now talk
in Twitters and Tweets; that even sounds effeminate and lacking in substance; doesnʼt it?
Twitters and tweets sounds like the sort of talk women engage in. Not the women I admire,
but the average air head who spends four hundred bucks on a hair cut and has her nails
done twice a week. You know the kind. Vacuous as the space between Saturnʼs rings.
You see such women on TV quite a lot, spouting the daily Jews/ er, News, er Lies, er,
Myths of the Day. Definitely not my choice for a woman. Maybe that is why I am single
because there are so few around here, anyway, who are National Socialists and overstand
the true meaning of Fascism and are not enamored by refugees and actually believe those
Somali creatures, for example can not be civilized by exposure to our culture. They piss on
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your bus.
There I went and digressed again when I meant to return to the Koran. I guess my spirit is
reluctant to open that book of horrors again so soon. I never was a fan of Poe & King. The
horror genre is not one I prefer to write in, although I did touch that genre with my second
pirate tale, Marty & Me. But, that is because I am trying to write a novel in every genre. So
far I have touched on: Comedy fiction, Cyber fiction, Historic fiction, Horror fiction, Science
Fiction and non fiction such as a commercially marketed history and philosophy of law. I do
not watch horror movies. Reading the Koran fills that need quite well and, of course the
latest YouTubes coming out of Europe regarding the invasion. That is REAL horror, not
something made up.
Speaking of movies: I really like Charles Laughton. There was an actor! And Humphrey
Bogart. Brilliant! When you see Lauren Bacall and Bogie together; especially in one of
their first films, The Big Sleep, and you realize that she was only 19! you see how that
woman became a star. Such poise at such a young age. Those were actors! And, they
were boys and girls. Not trannies like Sandra Testicles/er, sorry, Bollock. Bollocks are
testicles in England. Word of advice, those of you named Randy. Do not introduce
yourself to an English woman and say, ʻHi. Iʼm Randy.ʼ Over there that means you are a
horny dude. ʻHi. Iʼm Horny.ʼ Well, I donʼt know. Maybe it might work. She could be
horny, as well. Just make sure you do it with a member of your own race.
Okay, Iʼve taken a break. We can finish this page with the Koran. Page 140-41, ʻIn the
name of Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful. Alif lam mim ra. (?) These are the
verses of the Book. that which is revealed to you from your Lord is the truth, yet men have
no faith.
It was Allah who raised the heavens without visible pillars. He ascended His throne and
forced the sun and the moon into His service, each pursuing an appointed course. He
ordains all things. He makes plain His revelations so that you may firmly believe in meeting
your Lord.
It was He who spread out the earth and placed upon it rivers and immovable mountains.
He gave all plants their male and female parts and drew the veil of night over the day.
Surely in these there are signs for thinking men.
And in the land there are adjoining plots: vineyards and cornfields and groves of palm, the
single and the clustered. Their fruits are nourished by the same water, yet We give each a
different taste. Surely in this there are sings for men of understanding.
If anything could make you marvel, then you should surely marvel at those who say: “When
we are dust, shall we be raised to life again?”
Such are those who deny their Lord. Their necks shall be bound with chains and in the fire
of Hell they shall abide for ever.
They bid you hasten evil rather than good. Yet many were those who were punished
before them. Your Lord is merciful to men, despite their sins; yet stern is He in retribution.ʼ
The preceding verses gives you an excellent view of how things flow in the Koran. You get information about good
stuff but there will always come the typical fear mongering. I wonder where Hell is getting all that fuel from to burn so
many, many, unbelievers; at least 6 mil by now on page 141, wouldnʼt you say?
To Be Continued...
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